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D. lB. Madison (/Dennis)
Vice President - Hatch

Southern Nuclear
Operating Company, Inc.
Plant Edwin I. Hatch
11028 Hatch Parkway, North
Baxley, Georgia 31513

Tel 912.537.5859
Fax 912.366.2077

Energy to Serve JOur World sM

December 14,2007
LR-PM-003-1207

Mr. Malcom T. Widmann
Operations Branch,
Division of Reactor Safety
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Atlanta Federal Center
61 Forsyth Street SW, Suite 23T85
Atlanta, GA 30303

Subject: Submittal of Initial Operator License Examination Comments

Dear Mr. Widmann:

The attachment to this letter contains our Initial Operator License Examination Comments as
provided for in NUREG 1021, ES-402. During our post-examination review with the applicants,
it became evident that our review and validation process of the written examination did not
completely identify some problems with a few questions. The comments include our analysis of
the flaw and recommendation for each question. So that we can learn from this examination
review and improve our process, we have captured in our corrective action program the failure to
identify the problems.

If you have any questions regarding this submittal, please contact Steve Grantham at 912-537
5916.

Sincerely,

P~i~~
Vice President Nuclear Plant Site



Hatch Post Exam Review for NRC Exam Administered 12/10/2007

Question # 18 (RO and SRO)
223002A2.09-2

Unit 2 is at 20% power and the turbine generator has just been synchronized to the grid. Main
condenser vacuum decreases to -5 inches Hg.

Which ONE of the following predicts the status of the main steam line isolation valves and identifies
the procedure for depressurizing the reactor to cold shutdown?

A. MSIVs are still open
31 EO-EOP-1 07-2, Alternate RPV Pressure Control

B. ~ MSIVs are still open
34GO-OPS-013-2, Normal Plant Shutdown

C. MSIVs are closed
31 EO-EOP-1 07-2, Alternate RPV Pressure Control

D. MSIVs are closed
34GO-OPS-013-2, Normal Plant Shutdown

Answer ~ey: D

Applicant Feedback:

Answer C is also correct based on the fact that at 20% RTP, when the MSIVs close on low
vacuum, reactor pressure will increase above the Scram setpoint, requiring entry into the
EOP RC flowchart.

Once the EOP RC flow chart is entered,guidance on the RC/P path at location F2 states:

"If desired use one or more of the following:" Low Low Set (LLS) or Alternate Reactor
pressure control system(s) in Table 1 per 31 EO-EOP-1 07-2.

Since the table 1 systems are (or could be) being used to control reactor pressure, they
would not be returned to standby as desctibed in 31 EO-EOP-1 07-2, then re-initiated per a
different procedure. /

In addition, the systems used to cooldown in both procedures are basically the same.

Facility Analysis: The stem lacks sufficient focus to ensure that only Choice D is correct. Unstated
assumptions can be made that also support Choice C as correct. The intent of the question was to
have applicants identify this scenario as requiring entry into the normal operating procedure for
shutdown and cooldown. However, the examination team failed to identify that entry into the EOP's
could be expected which supports Choice C as correct based on the EOP flowchart.

Facility Recommendation: Accept answers C and D

References: EOP RC flowchart, RC/P path at location F2, and 31 EO-EOP-1 07-2.
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Hatch Post Exam Review for NRC Exam Administered 12/10/2007

Question # 31 (RO and SRO)
264000A4.05-1

A loss of offsite power occurred on Unit 2. The following conditions currently exist:

• Diesel Generator 2A is loaded to 300 Kw
• Offsite power has been re-established via SAT 2C
• The control room operator is in the process of transferring power from the diesel

to the alternate power supply

Which ONE of the following identifies the syncroscope direction and switch position required to
parallel and realign bus 2E to its alternate power supply?

A. Clockwise

Diesel generator test switch is required to be placed in the TEST position.

B. Clockwise

Diesel generator 2A test SAT 2C out of service interlock switch is required to be placed in
the TEST position.

C. Counter-clockwise

Diesel generator test switch is required to be placed in the TEST position.

D. Counter-clockwise

Diesel generator 2A test SAT 2C out of service interlock switch is required to be placed in
the TEST position.

Answer Key: C

Applicant Feedback:

Answer A is also correct. The EDG can be paralleled with its alternate power supply with
the syncroscope rotating in the clockwise direction.

It can also be paralleled with its alternate supply with the syncroscope turning in the counter
clockwise direction.
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Hatch Post Exam Review for NRC Exam Administered 12/10/2007

Per 34S0-R43-001-2, Diesel Generator Standby AC System, it is desired (not required) to
have the syncroscope rotating in the counter clockwise direction when lightly loaded
«500KW), but not required. It is necessary (required) to have the syncroscope turning in
the clockwise direction when >500KW. This is explained in a CAUTION before step 7.3.1.8
that is referenced below.

• IF THE DIESEL GENERATOR LOAD IS LESS THAN 500 KW, IT IS DESIRABLE TO
HAVE THE SYNCHROSCOPE ROTATING IN THE COUNTERCLOCKWISE
DIRECTION TO AVOID OPERATING THE DIESEL AT LOW LOADS WHEN
PARALLELED TO THE GRID.

CAUTIONS:
• IF, HOWEVER, THE DIESEL GENERATOR LOAD IS GREATER THAN 500 KW, IT

IS NECESSARY TO HAVE THE SYNCHROSCOPE ROTATING IN THE CLOCKWISE
. DIRECTION TO PREVENT THE DIESEL FROM PICKING UP ADDITIONAL LOAD

WHICH MAY OVERLOAD THE DIESEL.

Facility Analysis: The stem lacks sufficient focus to ensure that only Choice C is correct. Unstated
assumptions can be made that also support Choice A as correct for two reasons. First the stem
failed to identify the choices as being in accordance with procedure. Second, the procedure states
that counterclockwise at less than 500 KW is desirable, not required.

The intent of the question was to have applicants identify that procedure guidance is for the
counterclockwise direction. However, the examination team failed to identify that the procedures
specifies counterclockwise as desirable, not required. Further, it is expected that the reduced
loading on the diesel that would occur from paralleling at 300 KW with the rotation in the clockwise
direction would not be enough to result in reverse power.

Facility Recommendation: Change answer to A or accept answers A and C

References: 34S0-R43-001-2, Diesel Generator Standby AC System, CAUTION before step
. 7.3.1.8
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Hatch Post Exam Review for NRC Exam Administered 12/10/2007

Question # 59 (RO and SRO)
295030EK1.01-16

An event has occurred on Unit 2 resulting in the following conditions:

• 4160V Buses 2A and 2B are de-energized
• RPV Pressure 950 psig
• RPV Water LeveL 30 inches being controlled with CRD
• Torus Water Level. 55 inches

Given these conditions, which ONE of the following systems is required to be used if the reactor
must be emergency depressurized?

A. Safety relief valves

B. Bypass valves

C. RCIC in pressure control mode

D. HPCI in pressure control mode

Answer Key: C

Applicant Feedback:

Answer B may also be possible for a short period of time. The stem of the question did not
state what reactor power level was prior to the scram, or when the scram was in relation to
the 2A and 2B busses de-energizing. At low pre-scram power or if the 2A and 28 busses
de-energized after the scram, it could take some time for the condenser vacuum to decrease
due to very little load on the condenser.

Per 31 EO-EOP-1 08-1, Alternate RPV Depressurization, the NOTE before step 3.1.1 states if
>10 inches of vacuum exist the bypass valves could be used as long as a steam line break
did not exist outside secondary containment, which it did not.

NOTE:

This section provides an alternate method of RPV depressurization by using the
Main Turbine Bypass Valves. This section is to be performed only IF the Main
Condenser can be placed in operation with a vacuum of at least 10 in. Hg and no
steamline break exists outside secondary containment.

Under the right conditions the condenser could very well have>10 inches of vacuum.
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Hatch Post Exam Review for NRC Exam Administered 12/10/2007

Also 31 EO-EOP-1 08-1, Alternate RPV Depressurization, implies that the circulating water
system should be in service IF possible.

3.1.13 Align the Main Condenser for operation with Main Circulating Water System (34S0-N71-001-1),
Condensate System (34S0-N21-007-1), and Main Condenser Vacuum System (34S0-N61-001-1) in
service IF possible.

The applicants stated that since the plant was obviously in a degraded situation due to the
need to Emergency Depressurize per alternate means, that if condenser vacuum was
available even for just a short period of time, that the bypass valves should be used until
vacuum decreased to < 10 inches.

Facility Analysis: The stem lacks sufficient focus to ensure that only Choice C is correct. The
team failed to identify that unstated assumptions could be made that also support Choice B as
correct. The intent of the question was to have applicants identify this scenario as requiring the use
of RCIC in pressure control mode for emergency depressurization.

Since the stem does not provide a timeline for when these conditions occurred, an applicant could
reasonably assume that torus water level was approaching the HCTl before the 4160 VAC buses
were de-energized. In this case, EOP's direct anticipation of emergency depressurization by using
the turbine bypass valves. The bypass valves would continue to be used until low vacuum
conditions prevented their use.

Further, the stem does not state either current vacuum conditions or that the intent of the question
is to completely depressurize with one system. The turbine bypass valves would be required if
available prior to the de-energization of the buses and would be used as long as available.

Facility Recommendation: Accept answers Band C

References: 31 EO-EOP-1 08-1, Alternate RPV Depressurization.
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Hatch Post Exam Review for NRC Exam Administered 12/10/2007

Question # 85 (SRO)
295014G2.4.31-1

Unit 2 is starting up and reactor power is 14% power. The operator is pulling rods to achieve 2
bypass valves to roll the turbine.

Due to a previous rod being difficult to move, the CRD drive water pressure had been temporarily
raised to 300 psid and not re-adjusted back down to a normal pressure. When the operator placed
the rod movement control switch to the single notch out position for the next control rod, the rod
quickly moved from position 16 to 22 (intended position and withdraw limit is 18). The following
alarm was received:

RMCS/RWM ROD BLOCK OR SYSTEM TROUBLE (603-239)

Which ONE of the following describes the impact of this alarm condition in accordance with 34GO
OPS-065-0, Control Rod Movement, and Tech Specs?

This a "mispositioned" control rod. Tech Spec 3.1.6 Rod Pattern Control
_______ a Required Action Statement applicable to these plant conditions.

A. IS NOT / contains

B. IS NOT / does NOT contain

C. IS / contains

D. IS / does NOT contain

Answer Key: D

Applicant Feedback:
Applicants stated that the rod is mispositioned and an actual RAS does not exist, just like
answer D states. But in question number 79, which they had just completed, the stem
stated: "Do not consider a tracking RAS". So, since this question did not state "Do not
consider a tracking RAS", they assumed that the question was asking if an actual or tracking
RAS existed. In other words, did this plant condition cause entry into a RAS per Tech Spec
LCO 3.1.6 at anytime.

Since this plant condition does constitute a failure to meet BPWS, it would require a
Tracking RAS, not an actual RAS, because reactor power was greater than 10%. If reactor
power decreased below 10%, it would be an actual RAS.

Facility Analysis: The stem lacks sufficient focus to ensure that only Choice D is correct. The
team failed to identify that unstated assumptions could be made that also support Choice C as
correct. The intent of the question was to have applicants identify that a Required Action Statement
did not exist due to power being greater than 10%.
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Hatch Post Exam Review for NRC Exam Administered 12/10/2007

Since the stem does not state that a tracking RAS should not be considered, applicants considered
whether an actual or tracking RAS would be applicable to the given conditions.

Further, since a previous question, number 79, explicitly stated not to consider a tracking RAS, it is
reasonable to assume that a tracking RAS should be considered for this question since it was not
excluded.

Facility Recommendation: Accept answers C and D.

References: Question number 79 stem contents and Tech Spec 3.1.6.
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Hatch Post Exam Review for NRC Exam Administered 12/10/2007

Question # 86 (SRO)
295020AA2.04-1

A heatup and pressurization on Unit 2 was in progress with the following initial conditions:

• Reactor pressure: 170 psig
• HPCI/ RCIC: Operable in standby lineup
• MSIVs: Closed

While pressure was being equalized across the MSIVs, reactor pressure lowered from 170 to 125
psig.

Given the current status, which ONE of the following describes the actions which are allowed by
tech specs?

A. The mode switch may be taken from startup to run.
Restore HPCI to operable within 14 days.

B. The mode switch may NOT be taken to run.
Restore HPCI to operable within 14 days.

C. The mode switch may NOT be taken to run.
Reduce steam pressure to less than or equal to 150 psig within 36 hours.

D. Place the mode switch to the shutdown position in 12 hours
Reduce steam pressure to less than or equal to 150 psig within 36 hours.

Answer Key: B

Applicant Feedback:
Applicants stated that there is no correct answer. HPCI is isolated and the Rx. Mode Switch
can NOT be taken to RUN, but there is NO RAS on HPCI.

HPCI is not operable due to the isolation valves being closed, but it is not required to be
operable because the question states for the given current plant status and current plant
status is reactor pressure is at 125 psig. HPCI is not required to be operable until 150 psig
reactor pressure.

Facility Analysis: The stem lacks sufficient focus to ensure that Choice B is correct. The
examination team failed to identify that late changes to the conditions in the stem of the question
placed the plant in a condition where HPCI is not required. The intent of the question was to have
applicants identify a plant condition where HPCI was required to be operable, but was not. Due to
stem modifications by the exam team, the question is no longer valid.

Facility Recommendation: Delete the question based no correct answer. HPCI is not in a 14
day RAS and reactor pressure is not greater than 150 psig.

References: Tech Spec LCO 3.5.1 Applicability section.
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